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Auto, Car, Bus and Lorry. Vehicles can be reserved for short
separation just as long separation ventures. Vehicles are
likewise accessible for transportation of merchandise.

Abstract— T Voyaging has transformed into a bit of living
these days. It may drive work or going to various urban
territories for business or individual purposes. Voyaging is
required by everyone at some point or another of time. There
are various techniques for voyaging and most by far of us travel
by methods for Bike, Auto, Car and Bus, etc. Vehicles are also
required for transportation of items.
Gone are the days when people expected to make outings to
the adjacent travel office to hold a vehicle for development.
Nowadays people are getting a kick out of the chance to book
vehicles online rather than taking off to the counter or a
development office. So there is extreme enthusiasm for the
electronic ticketing passageways to book their experience ticket.
Today, with a mobile phone near to, people can settle their
touring plans inside minutes.
Index Terms—Vehicle
automation

Booking,

electronic

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Conducting a literature review helps to build knowledge in
the particular project. It helps us to find out about significant
ideas, inquire about strategies, and experimental techniques
that are utilized in the project. we will also pick up
knowledge into how specialists apply the ideas that we are
learning in our project to real world problems.
Presently, clients can call or stroll in so as to lease or save a
vehicle. The staff of the organization will check their
document to see which vehicle is accessible for rental. The
present framework is blunder inclined and clients are
disappointed.
Existing framework does all procedure physically. The
current framework isn't automated. All exchanges in the
framework are done physically looking after records.
Administrator needs to enter every one of the subtleties of
vehicle/staff physically. In the event that any changes or
updates are required in the profile of any vehicle/staff, it must
be done physically. This is dull and tedious, needs security of
information, takes more labor and devours vast volume of
paper and space. This procedure is hard to oversee when
number of clients increment.
Manual record keeping makes travel the executives
increasingly muddled and repetitive the greater part of the
occasions. Additionally significant time and assets are
squandered in manual record keeping. In this way, the most
ideal way is computerization of the present condition.
There are online vehicle booking applications now a day
yet these require web network for the working of the
application. This is fairly cash expending. Additionally if the
net is moderate the procedure is likewise moderate. What's
more, on the off chance that the net availability is frail, at that
point the way toward finding the vehicles will likewise be
troublesome.
The point of the proposed framework is to abrogate the
issues winning in the current manual framework and to build
up an Android application with improved offices. This
application is upheld to wipe out and now and again decrease
the hardships looked by the current framework. The proposed
framework can conquer every one of the restrictions of the
current framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Voyaging has turned into a piece of living in this day and
age. It might drive work or going to different urban areas for
business or individual purposes. Voyaging is required by
everybody sooner or later of time. There are diverse methods
of voyaging and the vast majority of us travel by means of
Bike, Auto, Car and Bus and so on. Vehicles are additionally
required for transportation of products.
Gone are the days when individuals needed to make
excursions to the nearby travel office to hold a vehicle for
movement. These days individuals are liking to book
vehicles online as opposed to heading off to the counter or a
movement office. So there is intense interest for the web
based ticketing entrances to book their adventure ticket.
Today, with a cell phone close by, individuals can settle their
sightseeing plans inside minutes.
One preferred standpoint of booking a vehicle utilizing a
cell phone is the comfort. Having the capacity to make all the
sightseeing plans on the cell phones or tablets implies
individuals can do it whenever of the day or night at home, or
while they are on their mid-day break at the workplace. It is
valuable to clients in a hurry. There's no requirement for
protracted telephone calls or visits to a movement office with only a couple of minutes and a tap on a catch,
individuals can have every one of their arrangements settled.
AVBS(All in one Vehicle Booking System) Android
application enables travelers to book a vehicle of their
decision dependent on their prerequisites from the solaces of
their home. The application is straightforward and easy to
use. Traveler can book an assortment of vehicles like Bike,

A. System Architecture
In AVBS there are 2 modules namely Admin and
Passenger.
Passenger has to register with the app with his details and
then he can Login to the system. After logging in a Passenger
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can search for a vehicle of his choice and then book the
vehicle. He can also view his bookings.
Once the Admin gets logged in to the app he can add
vehicle and staff. He has the option to delete the vehicle and
staff after adding to the app. Admin can also view details
about the Vehicles, Staffs and Bookings.

III. CONCLUSION
In this era, people have less time and more work that force
them to travel different places to work, business meeting and
tourism. The public vehicle is not the best option. Public
vehicles are crowded, generally not running on time e.g.
trains, buses etc. The main problem that people face
nowadays is to reach their destination on time with comfort.
Thus, AVBS app comes up with a solution to all these
problems. People can book a vehicle for trip, marriage,
business meeting, office to home, home to office, and home
to a market whenever they want.
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Figure 1:System Architecture

No formal learning is required by the client to utilize the
application. Consequently it is easy to use.
The application gives greater security to information,
guarantees information exactness, diminishes paper work
and spares time.
The application is less inclined to blunders as it keeps
away from mistakes however much as could reasonably be
expected while entering information. Additionally suitable
mistake messages are shown when invalid information is
entered.
The application prompts blunder free, secure, solid,
helpful and quick administration framework.
It helps the association in better usage of its assets as
manual record keeping is totally wiped out.
It will likewise be useful for those individuals who are new
to the city.
The undertaking has its very own database which makes it
free of web.
Instead of calling the movement organization and trusting
that a client administration delegate will help you through the
procedure, booking utilizing an application implies you can
do it at whatever point and wherever you need. Presently you
can book your seat in only a couple of snaps, whenever,
anyplace.
An application enables you to get booking 24 hours per
day; in this manner, your booking administration is
constantly open.
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